There is a chance that in every lecture, laboratory, Zoom meeting, town hall audience or shuttle bus ride, someone around you is battling a mental health challenge or knows someone who is struggling.

Mental illness affects one in five people or 47.1 million in the U.S., according to the American
Psychological Association. The nonprofit group Bring Change to Mind reports that one in four people will be affected by a mental illness at some point in their lives and more than half of people living with a mental illness will not seek help because of the stigma associated with it.

Since mental health disorders are usually invisible, making it difficult to address, a team across UC San Francisco has decided to do something about it.

Tim Montgomery, director of Student Disability Services [1] and a member of UCSF’s Committee on Disability Inclusion [2], says that students need more support around mental health. He is working with others, including Diane Ngo, program manager for UCSF’s Department of Surgery, to bring more visibility to this issue for everyone.

In 2018, the Committee on Disability Inclusion (CDI) published the *Faces of Ability ? In Their Own Words* [3] project to bring attention to those in the UCSF community with disabilities. Due to an overwhelming positive response, Montgomery and Ngo joined forces turning their focus to mental health challenges by launching the *Faces of Ability II ? Mental Health Resilience* [4] campaign in October 2020 as part of Disability Awareness Month. The goal of the campaign is to address mental health stigma and push a culture where we can openly discuss and encourage those needing support to seek it by sharing stories of resilience and hope.

**Addressing stigma and shame**

Disability ? and specifically mental health challenges ? touches or will touch many people at some point in their lives. The goal of the *Faces of Ability II ? Mental Health Resilience* campaign is to humanize and bring attention to mental health.

?The main message we want to convey is that you are not alone,? says Ngo. ?You do not have to suffer in silence. There are resources available, especially at UCSF, to help anyone in need of assistance.?

The campaign draws attention to available mental health resources at UCSF and beyond [5]. The campaign website features a list of mental health and support resources at UCSF as well as community resources to help the BIPOC and LGBTQ communities.

?When we take great care of ourselves, we can take great care of others,? said Montgomery.

When Ngo and Montgomery sent out a request for stories from those who have been impacted by mental health issues, they hoped a few people would be brave enough to participate. Despite that fact that there was an overwhelmingly positive response, only 15 people took the risk to share their story. Fellow staff, faculty and learners candidly shared their journey of challenges and resilience, mental health myths, and what has helped them.
Some still struggled with being identified. This is an issue that is near and dear to my heart, but sadly I do not feel able to share my own journey as we still live in a world where that would have a significant, negative impact on my career here at UCSF, said one person who preferred to remain anonymous. We need to get these stories out there to effect change and yet putting them out there may put people at risk.

Many people who originally reached out were not yet ready to tell their story, fearing reputational risk, stigma, or worse. For those who did record their stories, some felt discomfort in seeing their own stories.

The campaign’s theme of resilience speaks not only to surviving mental illness, but also in having the courage (and safety) to talk about it.

The rate limiting factor in all of this is talking about it, disclosing and getting help. If we don't overcome the silence and shame and stigma, we’ve only done half the battle, says Stephen P. Hinshaw, PhD, professor and vice chair for child and adolescent psychology in the UCSF Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences and co-director of the Child, Teen and Family Center in the UCSF Weill Institute for Neurosciences.

Christina Mangurian, MD, MAS, professor and vice chair for diversity and health equity in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, agrees. I wish people didn't have to feel like they were taking a risk to share their human experience, especially during the pandemic. So many people are struggling and they're struggling alone. If you have diabetes, you take insulin. If you're feeling depressed, you go to psychotherapy or get medications. People don't want to be stigmatized for seeking care.

**Dealing with multiple stressors**

A global pandemic coupled with national social unrest and reckoning on race compounds the stressors for those already trying to manage mental wellness. Many people are dealing with the trauma of generations of structural racism and social injustices and violence. The intersection of racism and other forms of injustices are more obvious than ever.

Because so many people worldwide are living in a state of anxiety at least partly due to the effects of the pandemic, social unrest, and climate change we might see more people showing these kinds of biased responses to new or preexisting potential threats, said Aoife O’Donovan, PhD, an associate professor of psychiatry at the UCSF Weill Institute for Neurosciences who studies the ways psychological stress can lead to mental disorders like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), in a UCSF article.

In the short-term, these responses prepare us for positive action and protect us against the potential for injury and infection that came with stressors in our evolutionary past. In the long-term, prolonged activation of the biological stress response can have toxic effects on the brain and the rest of the body, increasing risk for both psychiatric disorders and chronic physical diseases.
Creating a culture of support

At UCSF, leaders often point out that all members of the UCSF community should do their part to create a campus climate that supports everyone, embodying the PRIDE Values of professionalism, respect, integrity, diversity, and excellence.

Leadership transparency helps reduce stigma, says Zach McLaughlin, SPT, a student in the UCSF/SFSU Doctor of Physical Therapy Program. “When people who have more authority, executives and people in higher places share about their challenges and struggles and are transparent and honest about mental health, it helps reduce the stigma.”

Managers and supervisors play a key role in employees’ wellbeing yet may not have the training they need to provide support to employees seeking help. In response to colleagues who are experiencing distress related to the COVID-19 pandemic, the UCSF Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, in partnership with UCSF Human Resources and the Center for Digital Health Innovation, launched COPE, a program specifically for UCSF faculty, staff, and trainees to provide an easy way for employees to get additional mental health assessment, treatment, and referral resources right away.

Mangurian also gives credit to students for leading the way and challenging the status quo at UCSF. “They help nudge us closer to our ideal at UCSF, where we care about the health, not just of the patients we serve, but the health of our whole community. We need to do better and this campaign is a step towards that more perfect union at UCSF.”

Share your story: We invite you to download and share the videos and images to join the conversation via social media or directly with your family, friends, and colleagues. Share your own story using the hashtag #UCSFmentalhealth.

About UCSF Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences

The UCSF Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences and the Langley Porter Psychiatric Institute are among the nation’s foremost resources in the fields of child, adolescent, adult, and geriatric mental health. Together they constitute one of the largest departments in the UCSF School of Medicine and the UCSF Weill Institute for Neurosciences, with a mission focused on research (basic, translational, clinical), teaching, patient care, and public service.
UCSF Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences conducts its clinical, educational, and research efforts at a variety of locations in Northern California, including Langley Porter Psychiatric Hospital and Clinics [15]; UCSF Medical Centers at Parnassus Heights, Mission Bay, and Mount Zion; UCSF Benioff Children?s Hospitals in San Francisco [16] and Oakland [17]; Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center; the San Francisco VA Health Care System; UCSF Fresno; and numerous community-based sites around the San Francisco Bay Area.

About the UCSF Weill Institute for Neurosciences

The UCSF Weill Institute for Neurosciences [18], established by the extraordinary generosity of Joan and Sanford I. "Sandy" Weill, brings together world-class researchers with top-ranked physicians to solve some of the most complex challenges in the human brain.

The UCSF Weill Institute leverages UCSF?s unrivaled bench-to-bedside excellence in the neurosciences. It unites three UCSF departments?Neurology, Psychiatry, and Neurological Surgery?that are highly esteemed for both patient care and research, as well as the Neuroscience Graduate Program, a cross-disciplinary alliance of nearly 100 UCSF faculty members from 15 basic-science departments, as well as the UCSF Institute for Neurodegenerative Diseases, a multidisciplinary research center focused on finding effective treatments for Alzheimer?s disease, frontotemporal dementia, Parkinson?s disease, and other neurodegenerative disorders.

About UCSF

The University of California, San Francisco [19] (UCSF) is exclusively focused on the health sciences and is dedicated to promoting health worldwide through advanced biomedical research, graduate-level education in the life sciences and health professions, and excellence in patient care. UCSF Health [20], which serves as UCSF?s primary academic medical center, includes top-ranked specialty hospitals [21] and other clinical programs, and has affiliations throughout the Bay Area.